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First steps with the vi text 
editor 
vi (often pronounced vee-eye) is a powerful text editor that is available on 
almost all LINUX and UNIX systems. It can be used from any type of terminal 
because it does not depend on cursor-moving keys and function keys: it uses 
alphabetic keys for commands. This Guide explains the basics of vi: opening 
and closing a file, moving around a file, and elementary editing. 
The Guide also has more advanced sections: one describes how to customise 
vi, and the other tells you about some of the more useful commands of ed that 
can be executed from vi. 
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Conventions: 
In this document, the following conventions are used: 
• A typewriter font is used for what you see on the screen. 
• A bold typewriter font is used to represent the actual characters you type at 

the keyboard. 
• A slanted typewriter font is used for items such as filenames which you should 

replace with particular instances. 
• A bold font is used to indicate named keys on the keyboard, for example, 

Esc and Enter, represent the keys marked Esc and Enter, respectively. 
• A bold font is also used where a technical term or command name is used in 

the text. 
• Where two keys are separated by a forward slash (as in Ctrl/B, for example), 

press and hold down the first key (Ctrl), tap the second (B), and then release 
the first key. 
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1. Introduction 
The vi editor is available on almost all Linux and Unix systems. vi can be used from 
any type of terminal because it does not require the cursor-moving keys and 
function keys: the alphabetic keys can be used for commands. 

vi (often pronounced vee-eye) is short for visual editor. It is a visual editor because, 
at any point in time, a part of the file being edited appears displayed on the screen. 
vi is also a text editor: it lets you add, change and delete text, but it does not provide 
formatting commands which would allow you to centre lines, or indent paragraphs, 
for example. 

This Guide explains the basics of vi: opening and closing a file, moving around a file, 
and elementary editing. It also has two appendices containing more advanced 
material. One describes how to customise vi, and the other tells you about some of 
the more useful commands of ed that can be executed from vi. 

vi has many other commands and options not described here. A good book for 
learning more about vi is Learning the vi editor which is available from the University 
library. 

2. Starting vi 
You may use vi to edit a file which already exists by typing: 

vi filename 
where filename is the name of the existing file.  

Or you may create a new file by typing: 
vi newname 

where newname is the name you wish to give the new file. For example, to open a 
new file called testvi, type: 

vi testvi 
On the screen, you will see blank lines, each with a tilde at the left, and a line at the 
bottom giving the name and status of the new file: 

~ 
~ 
"testvi" [New file] 

3. The modes of vi 
vi has two modes: command mode and input mode. In command mode, the letters 
of the keyboard perform editing functions (like moving the cursor, deleting text, and 
so on). In input mode, the letters you type form words and sentences. Unlike many 
word processors, vi starts up in command mode.  
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4. Entering text 
In order to begin entering text in this empty file, you must change from command 
mode to input mode. To do this, press the letter i. (You may see the message  

INPUT MODE 

appear at the bottom right of the screen - see Appendices A and B.) You are now in 
input mode, and can begin typing text. In general, vi's commands do not require the 
Return key to be pressed. 

Type a few short lines and press Return at the end of each line. If you type a long 
line, you will notice that vi does not word-wrap; it merely breaks the line 
unceremoniously at the edge of the screen. (Details of how you can customise vi so 
that it word-wraps are given in Appendix A of this Guide.) If you make a mistake, 
pressing the BackSpace or Delete key may remove the error: this depends on the 
type of your terminal. 

5. Moving the cursor 
To move the cursor to another position, you must be in command mode. If you have 
just finished typing text, you are still in input mode. Go back to command mode by 
pressing Esc. (If  

INPUT MODE 

was displayed on your screen, it will disappear when you are in command mode.)  

Important Note: whenever you are not sure which mode you are in, press Esc once 
or twice until you hear a beep. When you hear the beep, you are in command mode. 

On some keyboards, the cursor-moving keys can be used to move cursor. If they do 
not appear to work, the cursor can always be controlled with the four keys: h, j, k, 
and l. 

key   cursor movement 
h   left one column 
j   down one line 
k   up one line 
l   right one column 

When you have gone as far as possible in one direction, the cursor stops moving 
and you hear a beep. For example, you cannot use l to move right and wrap around 
to the next line: you must use j to move down a line. See section 8 for ways to move 
more quickly through a file. 

6. Basic edit commands 
Editing commands require that you be in command mode. Many of the editing 
commands have a different function depending on whether the command letter is 
typed in uppercase or lowercase. Often, editing commands can be preceded by a 
number to indicate a repetition of the command. 
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To delete a character from a file, move the cursor until it is on the incorrect letter, 
then type  

x 
The character under the cursor disappears. To remove 4 characters (the one under 
the cursor and the next 3), type  

4x 
To delete a word, move the cursor to the first letter of the word, and type  

dw 
The command deletes the word and the space following it. To delete 3 words, type  

3dw 
To delete a whole line, type  

dd 
The cursor does not have to be at the beginning of the line. The entire line 
containing the cursor is deleted, and the cursor is placed at the start of the next line. 
The command 2dd deletes 2 lines. 

To insert text in a line, position the cursor where the new text should go, and type  
i 

This changes the editor from command mode to insert mode. Enter the new text. 
Press Esc to get back to command mode. Note that the i command inserts text 
before the position of the cursor. The a command can be used to insert text after the 
cursor. It is often used to add text to the end of a line: position the cursor on the last 
letter of the line, type  

a 
enter the new text, and then press Esc. 

Type  
o  

(lowercase letter) to insert a blank line below the current line. Type  
O  

(uppercase letter) to insert a blank line above the current line. 

7. Undoing edit commands 
You may undo your most recent edit by typing u (lowercase).  

U (uppercase) undoes all the edits on a single line, as long as the cursor stays on 
that line. Once you move off a line, you cannot use U to restore it. 
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8. Moving around a file 
There are shortcuts to move more quickly through a file. All these work in command 
mode. 

 

key   cursor movement 
w   forward one word 
b   backward one word 
$   to end of line 
0 (zero)  to beginning of line 
G   to last line of file 
1G   to first line of file 
Ctrl/F  scroll forward one screen 
Ctrl/B  scroll backward one screen 
Ctrl/D  scroll down half a screen 
Ctrl/U  scroll up half a screen 
H   to top line of screen 
M   to middle line of screen 
L   to last line of screen 

You may move quickly by searching for text. In command mode, type  
/  

(slash), followed by the text to search for, followed by the Return key. The cursor 
moves to the first occurrence of that text. Repeat the search in a forward direction 
by typing n, or in a backward direction by typing N (uppercase). 

9. Other edit commands [optional reading] 
Earlier, we saw that the x command can be used to delete the character under the 
cursor. To delete the character before the cursor, type X (uppercase). 

To delete from the cursor position to the end of the line, type D (uppercase). 

To replace one character with another, move the cursor to the character to be 
replaced. Type r followed by the replacement character. The new character will 
appear, and you will still be in command mode. 

To replace one word with another, move to the start of the incorrect word and type 
cw. The last letter of the word to be replaced will turn into a $. You are now in 
change mode and may type the replacement. The new text does not need to be the 
same length as the original. Press Esc to get back to command mode. The 
command 3cw allows you to replace 3 words. 

To change text from the cursor position to the end of the line, type C (uppercase). 
Type the replacement text and press Esc. 

The command J (uppercase) lets you join two lines together. Put the cursor on the 
first line to be joined and type J. The command 3J lets you join 3 lines together. 
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10. Saving a file, and leaving vi 
When you are using vi, you are editing a copy of the file rather than the original file. 
Changes are made to the original file only when you save your edits. 

 

To save the file and quit vi, type  
ZZ  

(uppercase ZZ) in command mode. 

The vi editor is built on ed, an earlier Unix text editor. Commands of ed can be used 
within vi. All ed commands begin with a : (colon) and end with a Return. The 
command is displayed on the status line as you type. Some ed commands are 
useful when saving and closing files: 

• To save the edits you have made so far, but leave vi running and your file open, 
press Esc, then type :w and then press Return. 

• To quit vi, and discard any changes you have made (since you last saved the 
file), press Esc, then type :q! and then press Return. 

Details of other useful ed commands that can be executed from vi are given in 
Appendix B. 
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Appendix A 
At the start of its execution, vi reads the contents of the file .exrc in your home 
directory.  This file can be used to customise your use of vi. 

You may find it useful to put some or all of the following commands in the file .exrc 
• to cause word-wrap to take place 10 columns from the right margin: 

set wm=10 

• to cause automatic indenting to take place: 
set ai 

• to cause line numbers to be output: 
set number 

• to cause 
INPUT MODE 

to appear at the bottom of the screen when you switch to input mode: 
set showmode 

vi has a facility for associating a sequence of editing commands with a character of 
the keyboard.  An example is: 

map g 10xp 

Each time the g key is pressed the commands 10x and p would be executed.  If you 
want the sequence to contain a control character or an ESC character, or a 
RETURN character; precede the character with Ctrl/V.  The following keys do not 
have any meanings in vi and so they are appropriate keys for you to define: 

K  V  g  q  v  ,  ;  _  *  = 

You can include map commands in the .exrc file. 

Appendix B:  Useful ed commands that can be executed from vi 
If you are in command mode, and you type a : or a ! character, a : or ! will appear at 
the bottom of the screen. This is a prompt, vi is waiting for you to type a command.  
Here are some examples of commands that you could type. 

command meaning 

:r fn    Insert the file fn at the current point in the file being edited. 

:n,m w fn  Write out lines n to m of the file being edited to the file fn. 

:g/str/cmd Execute the ed command cmd on all lines of the file containing the 
string str. 
Example: 
 g/read/p 
displays all lines containing read. 
Example: 
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 g/read/s//write/g 
changes all reads to writes. 

:v/str/cmd Execute the ed command cmd on all lines not containing the string 
str. 
Example: 
v/^read/p 
displays lines not starting with read. 

:!cmd  Execute the LINUX command cmd. 
Example: 
!ls 

:!!   Repeat the last LINUX command. 

!}cmd  Execute the LINUX command cmd from the cursor 
position to the end of the current paragraph. 
Example: to format lines to the end of current paragraph, 
type 
!}fmt 
Example: to sort lines to end of paragraph, type 
!}sort 

:w !cmd    Execute the LINUX command cmd using the file being 
edited as the input.  The output is sent to the screen. 
Example: to spell-check the file, use 
w !spell –b 

:r !cmd    Execute the LINUX command cmd and insert its output 
into the file being edited. 

Following a:, you can also type a set command or a map command (see Appendix 
A).  Here are some examples: 

:set wm=10 

:set ai 

:set noai 

:set number 

:set nonumber 

:set showmode 

:map g 10xp 
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